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Hladicant barriers
The shiny plastic sheeting for the cailU
saves 3-8% on energy bills. Some beli ve
it's not cost-effective.

[The Texas Attorney General has filed suit against several marketers c
energy-saving devices and continues to investigate others. For the past
years, Jerold W. Jones, UT professor of mechanical engineering, has serve
as an expert witness for the Attorney General's Consumer Protection Divisc
He said many sales repre -" iO

sell energy-saving device
Dr. Jones, a researcher U Cd Li/U!

Program, is a national authority on energy conservation in buildings. The ai .
below is adapted from "Radiant Barriers," a background paper by Dr. Jones
provided to the Consumer Protection Division.]

If you are a homeowner, at one
time or another you probably have
been approached by a friend, a
neighbor, or a sales representative
with a great way to reduce your utility
costs. We would all like to reduce our

Outside air

Radiant barrier Yes

Outer roof surface 141
Attic air at roof "1100
Attic air at insulation ___ "990
Insulation surface
Inside ceiling surface ___ 770

Air-conditioned room air - 750

energy bills, but don't let yourself be
carried away by dramatic claims

In fact, a homeowner would de
well to keep this basic rule in mine.
the savings claimed seem too goon

(Continued on next pac
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Temperatures estimated using simplified heat transfer analysis and confirmed with experimental measurements.
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Temperatures with and without a radiant barrier in the attic
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to be true-they are too good to be
true.

Some promoters of energy prod-
ucts in Texas make fantastic claims.
Most of the energy-saving products
on the market do save some energy,
but two further questions must be
asked: How much energy will be
saved? And how much will it cost to
achieve those savings?

Never fall for the "this is your only
chance" approach that is so often a
part of a high-pressure sales pitch.
Investigate an energy product by
getting more information from an
independent source and by compari-
son shopping.

One energy-saving product being
marketed extensively now is the
radiant barrier. Radiant barriers are
very simple products. They are thin
plastic or paper sheets with a shiny,
mirrorlike surface. When installed in
an attic or a wall, a radiant barrier will
reduce heat flow into and out of the
building.

Will a radiant barrier save you
money? The answer depends on two
things: how much it saves on your
energy bill-usually 3 to 8 percent-
and how much it costs.

Savings in an average
home: $79 a year

Let's look at an example, a one-
story, 1,600-square-foot tract home in
Austin, Texas, described in the box
above.

In this typical home, 10 to 20
percent of the heat load on the air-
conditioner comes in through the
roof. A radiant barrier might block as
much as half of that small amount of
heat. (The rest, 80 to 90 percent, is
made up of heat from the outside that
comes through the walls and win-
dows, and heat from the inside,
generated by appliances, lights, and
occupants.) The maximum dollar
savings from the radiant barrier
would be $74 ($740 x 20% x 50%).

In the winter, part of the home's
heat escapes through the roof-20 to
25 percent. A radiant barrier stops
some of this loss, but only 5 to 10
percent of it. Therefore a radiant

Energy bill of a typical home in Austin, Texas

Electricity Natural Gas
Used/Year Used/Year Total Cost

(kwh) (ccf) ($) (%)

Heating
Air conditioning
Hot water
Lights and

appliances
Total

115
8,985

0

6,900
16,000

290
0

290

0
580

$200
740
180

475
$1,595

13
46
11

30
100%

This one-story home uses natural gas for heating and hot water and elec-
tricity for cooling, lighting, and appliances. The thermostat is set at 700 F
during the cool months and 750 during the hot months. The efficiency of
the home's equipment is typical of that built in the 1970s. The ceiling in-
sulation is R-19. Total square footage is 1,600. Cost estimates are based
on 1989 electricity and natural gas rates in Austin, Texas.

Energy consumption is estimated s g
the US Department of Energy

barrier would save only about $5 a
year on heating ($200 x 25% x 10%).
The total the radiant barrier would
save in this home is $79 per year,
about 5 percent of the energy costs.

If you bought the radiant barrier for
the fairly common price of 20 cents
per square foot and installed it in the
attic yourself, your investment would
be $320 plus tax and a Saturday's
worth of work. Paying to have profes-
sionals install the barrier would add
about 10 cents per square foot and
raise the cost to about $470 plus tax.

(We have recently seen prices for
radiant barriers that range from 10
cents to 70 cents per square foot.)

In larger homes the utility cost, and
thus the cost savings, may be
greater. On the other hand, the cost
of putting in the radiant barrier might
be greater also. In other climates of
Texas, the possible savings will vary.
You should not expect, however, to
save more than about 3-8 percent of
your utility bill.

A radiant barrier is usually easier
to install by laying it over the insula-
tion in the attic floor than attaching it
on the underside of the roof. It will
work in either position. However,

).er simulation model of building energy use, developed for
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even small accumulations of dust
reduce the effectiveness of a radiant
barrier markedly. Dust will not
accumulate significantly if the radiant
barrier is attached to the roof deck-
ing or the roof trusses, shiny side
down. Gable walls should be cov-
ered also. A radiant barrier should
remain effective for years, if it doesn't
become dusty.

How a radiant barrier
works

On a hot summer day, the roof of a
house absorbs energy from the sun.
The heat moves through the roof by
conduction and into the attic air
space by convection. Properly
venting the attic dissipates some of
this heat.

The roof also directly radiates
some heat into the attic insulation.
This radiative heat transfer is less-
ened if a reflective material is nailed
or stapled on the underside of the
roof or on the blanket of insulation
(see diagram on page 1). The radiant
barrier lowers the surface tempera-
ture of the insulation, and that is why

(Continued on page 3)
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house.
Compare the home in the diagram

with and without a radiant barrier on
a summer afternoon when the
temperature outside is 980 F. The R
value of the attic insulation is R-19,
and the barrier is placed on the
underside of the roof.

Clearly the radiant barrier has an
effect. The roof is hotter, because the
radiant barrier is blocking heat; the
air and surfaces below the barrier are
cooler.

Because the radiant barrier usually
lowers the ceiling temperature a

slightly more comfortable. If you wish
to take advantage of this change,
you can set the thermostat a degree
or so warmer to save more energy.
The change in the setting cannot be
as much as the change in the ceiling
temperature if the same level of
comfort is to be maintained, however.
Thermal comfort depends on the air
temperature, speed, and humidity
and the temperatures of all the
surrounding surfaces-of which the
ceiling is only one.

An attic that is already well-
insulated is not the best candidate

rating of the attic insulation, the le
energy a radiant barrier will be ab.
to save. Why?

It's unfortunate but true that combi-
nations of two or more energy-
conservation devices usually cut into
each other's effectiveness. If a
homeowner installs ten devices, each
claimed to lower the energy bill by 10
percent, would the energy bill be 100
percent reduced? No.

Combinations of energy-saving
devices can be worthwhile invest-
ments, but a zero energy bill will
never be achieved. U

CES Update
Office of
Director

The question of how to change
engineering education so that
students learn more about the ethics
of their profession will be ad-
dressed by a forum of experts
August 25-26 at The University of
Texas at Austin. The National Sci-
ence Foundation is the major spon-
sor of the event.

Steven P. Nichols, deputy director
of the center, said that engineers and
educators are concerned that
undergraduate students are learning
little in school about engineering
ethics, legal liabilities of engineering

* practice, and safety engineering.
The group will develop a plan for

integrating ethical, legal, and safety
considerations into undergraduate
engineering courses taught in the
United States. The selected partici-
pants in the workshop will come from
major universities, professional asso-
ciations, industry, and government.

The UT College of Engineering,
which has recently made a commit-
ment to change its own curriculum, is
carrying out the project, assisted by
the Center for Energy Studies. Dr.
Nichols; Mario J. Gonzalez, associate
dean for academic affairs of the
college; Margaret N.Maxey, profes-
sor of biomedical engineering; and
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Draperies made of fabrics with yarn of large diameter insulate windows better in the winter, a
center study shows.

Richard L. Tucker, professor of civil
engineering, are organizing the event.

Combustion
Mark Koeroghlian joined the

Combustion Research Group in
June as a re-
search fellow. Mr.
Koeroghlian
earned BS and
master's degrees
at UT Austin and
has worked at
Shell Oil, Lock-
heed, and
Tracor. Mark Koeroghlian
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Conservation and
Solar Energy

The fabric used in window drap-
eries can make a difference in how
well the drapery insulates the win-
dow in winter and saves energy, a
recent center study shows.

Maureen Grasso, associate
professor of home economics, said
that factors such as fiber length, yarn
count, and yarn size (see photo) do
make a small difference in the
insulating performance of a drape.

(Continued on page 4)



She cautioned, however, that roller
shades, window quilts, and cover-
ings with sealed edges do a better
job of insulating a window in the
winter than drapes.

The purpose of the study was to
examine the physical properties of
fabrics and their effects on insulation.
In an experimental apparatus called
a guarded hot plate, researchers
tested thirty samples of conventional
drapery fabrics.

Fabrics made of fibers of mixed
length insulated better than fabrics
made of long or short fibers only, Dr.
Grasso said. The higher the yarn
count per inch and the larger the
yarn diameter, the better the insulat-
ing properties of the fabric.

As common sense might suggest,
light, sheer, and open-weave fabrics
did not prevent heat loss as well as
did tightly woven medium- and
heavy-weight fabrics.

No difference was seen with flat
drapes as compared against folded
or pleated drapes.

Other participants with Dr. Grasso
in the study, funded in part by the
American Public Power Association,
were Bruce D. Hunn, head of the
Conservation and Solar Energy
Program, and Ray Briones, home
economics student.

U
Northern States Power Com-

pany of Minnesota has awarded the
Conservation and Solar Energy
Program $40,000 to evaluate the
effectiveness of window shading
devices for saving energy. Nine
categories of devices will be studied
in both residential and commercial
buildings in Minnesota.

The main participants in the study
are Bruce D. Hunn, program head;
Jerold W. Jones, mechanical engi-
neering professor; and Maureen M.
Grasso, associate professor of home
economics.

Geopressured-
Geothermal Energy

The activities of the center's
Geopressured-Geothermal Energy
Program have been transferred to
the Center for Petroleum and
Geosystems Engineering, Myron H.

Dorfman, head of the program, and
John R. Howell, director of the Center
for Energy Studies, announced in
June.

The new Center for Petroleum and
Geosystems Engineering is led by
Dr. Dorfman as acting director,
operated within the UT Department of
Petroleum Engineering, and admini-
stered by the Bureau of Engineering
Research.

In the United States, geopres-
sured-geothermal formations are
located only along the Texas-Louisi-
ana Gulf Coast. The deep, high-
pressure formations contain hot salty
water and natural gas. UT research is
directed toward economic produc-
tion of the natural gas and power
generation by means of the pressure,
heat, and/or gas.

The Geopressured-Geothermal
Energy Program, originally called a
division, was formed in 1974 and was
the first major research division of the
center. The group is a leader of
geopressured-geothermal research
in this country. The US Department of
Energy is a primary sponsor of its
research.

Process Energetics

Process Energetics researchers
have created a computer method to
predict the drying rates of hygro-
scopic materials dried with micro-
wave and convective heating in
combination.

Hygroscopic materials are those
that absorb and retain water. The
method allows drying rates to be
predicted for a range of conditions
after benchmark drying tests have
been run on a sample of a material.

The new procedure is of value in
the design of industrial systems for
drying food, building materials,
plastic products, and other manufac-
tured materials.

Leaders of the study were Melba
M. Crawford and Philip S. Schmidt of
the Process Energetics Program.
Both are faculty members in me-
chanical engineering. Graduate
student Malti Raghavan was the key
researcher in the project, which was
funded by the Electric Power Re-
search Institute.

The model has been applied to
porous pellets of activated alumina
that are commercially used to extract
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water. A 1/8-inch alumina pellet has
hundreds of square feet of surface
area inside. Pellets of this kind can
easily adsorb up to 50 percent of
their weight in water.

The researchers are now refining
the procedure and will apply it to a
variety of other hygroscopic materials
used in industry.

U

A report describing the design
and initial testing of an 8-kilowatt
radio-frequency heating and drying
system has been published by the
Process Energetics Program.

The report covers detailed consid-
erations involved in the design of the
radio frequency unit, including its
data acquisition and controls,
calibration and start-up, and an
experimental case study using the
system.

Authors of the study are James D.
Hitzfelder,who recently received his
master's degree and was appointed
a research engineering associate in
the program; John A. Pearce, associ-
ate professor of electrical and
computer engineering; and Philip S.
Schmidt, head of the Process Ener-
getics Program and professor of
mechanical engineering.

Cost is $45 for the report, Design
and Qualification of an 8-kw Radio
Frequency Heating and Drying Test
System, (PREP Report No. 89-02),
available from Carlene Wooley,
Process Energetics Program, Center
for Energy Studies, The University of
Texas at Austin, 10100 Burnet Road,
Austin, Texas 78758.

Rotating Machines
and Power
Electronics

A way of doubling the torque of
reluctance motors has been dis-
covered by rotating machines re-
searchers.

Reluctance machines are used in
textile and other industries where
synchronized motions are required.

John S. Hsu, who heads the
Rotating Machines and Power Elec-
tronics Program, said that third-
harmonic magnetomotive force
(MMF) was used to change the
shape of the magnetic flux distribu-

(Continued on page 5)
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tion in the air gap between the
machine's stator and rotor.

The MMF distribution is sinusoidal
in shape. Torque depends on the
height of the peak of the MMF curve.
The injection of third-harmonic MMF
made the shape narrower and raised
the peak without increasing the flux
per pole. Dr. Hsu said that in experi-
ments with a two-pole, 1-horsepower
reluctance machine, the torque
capability increased as much as
twice that of the machine in a con-
ventional mode.

Dr. Hsu said that the new effect
means that the diameter of the rotor
can be enlarged and that the im-
provement should work in large
reluctance motors as well as small.

Participants in the third-harmonic
research with Dr. Hsu are Herbert H.
Woodson, former director of the
center and now dean of the UT
College of Engineering, and Shy-
Shenq P. Liou, who was recently
completed his PhD and was made a
research engineering associate in
the program.

Sponsors of the project are the
Advanced Technology Program of
the state of Texas and, in later work,
the National Science Foundation.

Separations
Separations researchers are in-

vestigating a new use of ultrafiltra-
tion membranes that may some day
allow separation of liquid mixtures of
small molecules the size of benzene
and lubricating oils.

The technique involves coating the
surface of a ceramic membrane with
a Teflonlike material, according to
William J. Koros, professor of chemi-
cal engineering leading the study.

Ultrafiltration membranes are used
in making paint and foods, in water
treatment and in sterilizing heat-
sensitive mixtures without heat.
These membranes work in a way
similar to ordinary filters. They
perform on a microscopic scale,
however, discriminating among
individual molecules rather than
particles.

Dr. Koros said the pores of a
ceramic membrane are rectangular
and can be visualized as doorways.
Research results show that when the
Teflonlike coating is applied to the
membrane's surface, it adheres to
the edges of the doorways. The
coating reduces the passage size

from about 40 angstroms to 15
angstroms. Only molecules smaller
than 15 angstroms pass through the
membrane.

If feasible, this approach opens up
a new range of separations, Dr.
Koros said.

A central problem in ultrafiltration
is that of fouling. When its pores
become clogged, a ceramic mem-
brane is useless. The researchers
are now investigating whether
treatment with the coating material,
called a silane, prevents or at least
reduces adherence of undesirable
molecules inside the pores.

Working with Dr. Koros on the
project are Jose Luis Bravo, manager
of the Separations Research Pro-
gram; James R. Miller, PhD student
in chemical engineering; Eberhard
Staude, visiting scholar; and Cheri
Wooten, research engineering
associate.

Mr. Bravo said the group has been
examining the potential of ceramic
membranes for separating oil-in-
water emulsions containing oil in the
range of a few parts per million to as
much as 10 percent. This kind of
separation can be applied in waste-
water treatment and pharmaceutical
and food processing.

The research results show that
untreated ceramic membranes foul
significantly after about two days of
contact with the oil-water mixture.

Mr. Bravo said, "There's been a lot

\ te

tied 3,000 times, a ceramic membrane is
designed to separate mixed liquids. The
smooth stripe is the active layer of the
membrane, and the region below it is a
porous support layer.

of hoopla about ceramic mem-
branes-they withstand high tem-
peratures and high concentrations of
organics, they can be sterilized, and
they are precise separators-but
fouling is a significant factor that
must be dealt with."

The focus of the project has
moved into characterizing how and
why membranes foul, what affects
the fouling rate, and how to reduce
fouling.

u

(Continued on page 6)
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Separations researchers install a pilot-scale system for research on supercritical water oxidation
of hazardous wastes. The initial experiment in mid-May with the system (1,000 parts per million of
2,4-dichlorophenol in water, at 932 F 3,750 psi, and 15 seconds residence time) yielded a de-
struction rate of 99.95 percent.
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(Continued from page 5) A gift of $48,000 has been re- Separations Research Program,
Texaco Exploration and Produc- ceived from Glitsch, Inc. This grant traveled to Korea July 3-7 at the

tion has donated $58,000 to the will support research on high- invitation of the Korean Institute for
Separations Research Program. Mr. capacity distillation devices. Energy Research. He advised the
Bravo said that the gift will be used in institute on separations research and
research on the removal of hydrocar- discussed the possibility of joint re-
bons from oil field brines. Jose Luis Bravo, manager of the search. U

UT Austin E
Nuclear laboratory moves
to $5.86-million building
at Balcones Research Center

UT Austin's new Nuclear Engineer-
ing Teaching Laboratory was com-
pleted in early June, and its new
director, Bernard Wehring, arrived in
mid-June.

Dr. Wehring, who will also serve as
professor of mechanical engineering,
was a nuclear engineering faculty
member at the University of Illinois at
Urbana for eighteen years and then
at North Carolina State University for
five years. His research area is
radiation physics with applications to
fission, fusion, and health science.

The former director, Dale E. Klein,
led the Nuclear Engineering Teach-
ing Laboratory since 1978. An asso-
ciate professor of mechanical engi-
neering, Dr. Klein is now associate
dean for research of the UT College
of Engineering.

The laboratory staff have moved to
the new building from their old
facilities in Taylor Hall on campus.

nergy
The new 20,000-square-foot labora-
tory building is located in the north-
east corner of UT's Balcones Re-
search Center in north Austin. The
construction cost was $5.86 million.

The main feature of the new
Nuclear Engineering Teaching
Laboratory is a research and teach-

ing reactor, TRIGA Mark II, which can
operate at steady-state power levels
to 1.1 megawatts (thermal) and pulse
to 1,500 megawatts. This reactor will
provide neutrons for engineering
research and education as well as
allow the study of nuclear reactor
performance. U

The Nuclear Engineering Teach ng Laboratory moved from campus to the Balcones Research
center in June. to occupy a nec S5 86-million building. Bernard Wehring is the lab's new
director.
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